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Local students
sing for French
competition
By Kenichi Serino

French.

Fifteen high school students studying French
faced-off in a friendly
singing competition
on Friday, with the top
two winning a learning
trip to Guadeloupe and
Martinique.

“The event went very
well, we are very
proud of the students
who took the challenge to perform. For
some the first time in
front of about 200 persons,” said Alliance
Française
director
Marine Mancaut.

“Concours
de
la
Chanson Française”,
the French Singing
Competition,
was
staged by the Alliance
Française and held at
the Old Girls School.

The students
performed in front of a
crowd of 200 people
and were judged on
their stage presence,
pronunciation
and
singing by a fourThe students per- person panel. The
formed pop songs, rap, prizes for first and
ballads and even zook- second place, respec-a genre popular in the tively, were language
French West Indies-- immersion trips to
and
the twist? All the songs Guadeloupe
had to be performed in Martinique where the

winners will stay with
a local host family and
practice their French
skills.
The winner of the competition was Turquoisa
Henry who brought
tears to the eyes of at
least one judge with
her performance of
Celine Dion’s ‘Pour
que tu m’aimes encore’
late in the programme.
“First feels great,” said
Henry.
Henry almost did not
compete as the prepaAlliance Française singing competition winner Turquoisa Henry brought tears to the eyes
rations for the compeof at least one judge with her performance of Celine Dion’s ‘Pour que tu m’aimes encore’
tition clashed with her
exam schedule. At one I had dropped out but to cheers from the “It feels good, excitpoint she even dropped then I came back in. crowd. “It’s amazing. ing. I normally don’t
win things, or place
out of the competition. The teachers encouraged me to come I really didn’t think I things,” said Kelly.
was going to place. I “I like French. I like
“It was tough because back,” said Henry.
just came here to have singing. It’s the perHenry said she loved a lot of fun,” he said fect opportunity.”
the competition be- after the competition.
All 15 participants
cause it was an opportunity to share In third place was won a year of lesKelly sons at the French
an experience with Jutambien
who
performed Workshop at the
others.
‘Christine’.
Her Alliance Française
In second place was physical performance to continue practicdancing ing their French lanMiguel Ogues, who involved
performed the catchy and a combination guage skills
‘On ecrit sur les murs’ of singing and rap.

Notice to Shareholders

The Annual General Meeting of RBTT Bank (SKN) Limited
will be held on Friday 17th May, 2019 at 9:00 a.m. at the
Red Cross Building, Chapel Street, Charlestown, Nevis.
A copy of the 2018 Annual Report can be downloaded
from RBC’s website at
http://www.rbcroyalbank.com/caribbean/ec/
documents/ec-nevis-annual-report-2018.pdf

Briony Cartwright-Seymour
Corporate Secretary

In a night of excellent performances, (left to right) Jutambien Kelly, Miguel Ogues , and
Turquoisa Henry stood out with third, second and first places, respectively
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Five St Kitts
students to
talk tourism
Friday
By Kenichi Serino

“Making Excellence
A Habit in Caribbean
Tourism.”

Five students from
around St. Kitts will
compete on Friday at
the annual Tourism
Youth Congress for
the chance to represent
the island in a regional
competition.

Ministry of Tourism
permanent secretary
Carlene Henry-Morton
said the youth congress
was an opportunity for
the students “to broaden their knowledge and
learn from the experts
The students will through research about
give
their
views the global, regional and matter of critical imon three subjects local tourism industry portance in national
“Towards
Smart and to develop public development.”
Travel
Experiences speaking skills.”
The youth congress
within the Caribbean
Region”,”Equipping “This is an avenue is organised by the
Tourism
Our Youth to thrive In through which they Caribbean
a Changing Tourism can lend their voices Organization (CTO).
Environment”
and to the discussion on a It is structured to

mirror a CTO Board
of Directors’ Meeting
where
participants
give their views on
the agenda. There will
also be a “mystery”
question.
The

students

participating in the
youth congress are
Chinue Bradshaw of
Washington Archibald
High, Xhoya Govia of
Cayon High, Zareef
Dias of Verchilds
High, Patrina Perreria
of Saddlers High and

Mauriel Knight
Basseterre High.

of

The St. Kitts Tourism
Youth Congress will
be held on May 10 at
9.30am at the Royal
St. Kitts Hotel.
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EDITORIAL

Saboteurs?
Our RLB international airport is under attack, not from external hostile forces, but from within.
The public has not been told exactly what happened at the airport, but we know that two incidents did occur. The incidents
may appear to be simple and innocuous acts, but they are not.
They breached security.
Security breaches can potentially cause a downgrade of the
rating of the RLB. If that happens, airlines currently operating
here may look to review their arrangements with us, and those
that may be considering airlift may reconsider their plans. If
they do, our passenger throughput may be seriously affected.
And if our passenger throughput is reduced, the taxes that we
pay to maintain the airport may have to be revised upwards.
The stakes are high for us and for our tourists.
We will agree that many of the screening processes appear
onerous. Some are not universally practiced, but all are necessary. Everybody - well maybe except holders of foreign
diplomatic passports - must subject themselves to screening.
Local diplomats are not subject to privileges at home.
To date, we have not heard of how the breaches have been addressed by the Port; the authorities seemingly have done nothing to date. Maybe they caved in to the pressure of high office
in the one case and were discouraged by the call and response
of the public to rally at the airport to be used as human shields.
What a pity!
No one is above the law, and no one should be allowed to
jeopardize the future of our country. Those who know better are expected to do better, and we call upon them to act
more responsibly in the future. Our country depends on them
to provide good leadership. None was on display for these
incidents.
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Culturama 45 announces patron
selected for her contribution to the cultural landscape of
Culturama 45 has Nevis through her
named Felecia Hicks, involvement in Red
better known locally Cross Folklore, Tea
as ‘Gladys France’, Meetings and Blue
as the event’s patron Ribbon.
on Friday, as well
as revealing the of- The official launch
ficial calender, jingle took place at the Mt.
and
promotional Nevis Hotel. This
year’s event is held
advertisement.
under
the
theme
Gladys France was ‘Love, Passion, Pride.
By Monique Washington

Culturama 45’.

Ms Talented Youth
pageant;
Tebulous
Powell, chair for
Soca Monarch; Roger
Fyfield, chair for
Adult Street Parade;
Swene Evelyn, chair
for Arts Craft and
Food Fair; and Tessia
Burton, chair for
Senior Pageant.

The official launch
also saw the official
introduction of the
sub committee members: Keith Glasgow,
chair for the Junior
Calypso show; Warren
Moven, chair for the
Senior Calypso show;
Huey Sargent, chair
for marketing; Joyce The Culturama calenMoving and Shirley dar was also revealed.
Wilkes, chairs Mr and The calendar boast of

Minister of Culture Eric Evelyn congratulating Culturama 45 patron Felecia Hicks

another homecoming
event. Start your plans
now. Be here on Nevis
for Culturama 45.The
variety of activities is
rich and I believe that
every Nevisian, every
resident, every visitor
will be able to enjoy
what we have in stored
for Culturama 45,” he
St Kitts and Nevis said.
National Bank has
been named the of- Evelyn also urged peoficial
bank
for ple to not only attend
Culturama 45 and Mt. the different activities
Nevis has been named but to also be a part of
them.
the official hotel.
pre-events beginning
as early as May 15
with the launch of the
senior pageant contestants. Other events
include a number of
Fetes, DJ clashes,
pageants,
calypso
tents, soca and poets
in the square.

“Be a part of the festival. It is not the same
being a spectator. So
I am encouraging persons to be a part of the
festival.
Participate
in whatever way you
“We want to make this can,” he said.
Minister of Culture
Hon Eric Evelyn encouraged friends and
family in the diaspora
to come home for the
festival.
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Harris gives update on
official visits abroad
Prime Minister Dr.
Timothy Harris on
Thursday gave the
National
Assembly
an update on his visits abroad earlier this
month.

communities,” Harris
said.

among member states
to contain and reduce
the level of criminal activity in the Caribbean
Community.

“Member states highlighted several pieces
Harris
chaired
a of legislation critical to
special meeting of the enhancement of the
the Conference of regional security archiCARICOM
Heads tecture for signing or
of Government on ratification. St. Kitts
Security in Port of and Nevis commits to
Spain, Trinidad on update our legislative
May 3. He was ac- repertoire, particularly
companied by the per- as it relates to,” Harris
manent secretary of said.
National Security, Mr.
Osmond Petty support- These pieces of legslaed me along with the tion included:
Acting Commissioner
Caribbean
of Police, Mr. Hilroy --The
Treaty on Mutual
Brandy.
Legal Assistance in
Criminal
The meeting discussed Serious
the state of security in Matters (MLAT) (St.
the region, and the need Lucia, 6 July 2005).
for greater cooperation and collaboration --Protocol Amending

Harris said that he
had also visited Costa
Rica where, as chair
of CARICOM, he led
a delegation in meetings with the international contact group on
Venezuela.
“The fragile state of
play in Venezuela remains a matter of deep
concern for our region.
The standing of our
region as a zone of
peace is being undermined to the extent that
Venezuela has become
the orbit of geopolitical tensions and hegemonic interests,” said
Harris.

Prime Minister Dr. Timothy Harris

The Revised Treaty
of Chaguaramas to incorporate the Council
for National Security
and Law Enforcement

(CONSLE) as an Organ
of the Community
and the CARICOM
Implementation
Agency for Crime and
Security
(IMPACS)
as
an
Institution
of the Community
(Placencia, Belize, 17
February 2016).

including the dispatch
of persons to provide
intelligence support to
member states,” Harris
said.

“These
outstanding
pieces of legislation affect the ability of the
regional framework to
function properly and in
--CARICOM
Arrest fact stymie the detection
Warrant
Treaty rate of some crimes”
(Grenada, 5 July 2017)
signed by St. Kitts and “The legislative frameNevis. We intend to work provides the authority and legitimacy
ratify this Treaty.
through which those
“We note that the Draft that are charged with seModel
CARICOM curing the region’s citiAgreement on the zenry and infrastructure
Return or Sharing of act. These are as crucial
Recovered Assets is still as the physical resourcto be signed and ratified es or training that may
by St. Kitts and Nevis. I be provided to combat
have asked the Attorney the various threats. It
General to advise on the is crucial that these be
signature and ratifica- signed and ratified urtion of these Treaties gently,” Harris said.
and
Agreements,”
Harris said that Petty
Harris said.
had highlighted the
Harris said the the Federation’s social inCARICOM
states tervention programmes
agreed to enhance the to fighting crime.
“security
assistance
mechanism” to facili- “Mr. Petty also briefly
tate greater cooperation shared a proposal
by member states and that is currently beaccess to each other’s fore Cabinet for the
implementation of a
resources.
model for establish“Heads agreed to es- ing community teams
tablish a mechanism to address crime as a
for special operations, social disease in our

“It bears reiterating
that there is a need for
a de-escalation of the
tensions in Venezuela
– a coordinated and
extraordinary humanitarian response through
the mechanism of
the United Nations,
dialogue between the
contending
parties
in Venezuela, commitment to a peaceful resolution of the
Venezuelan crisis, and
outcomes determined
by and for the people
of Venezuela.”
Harris
said
that
CARICOM will remain engaged in the
matter and urges the
restoration of law and
order, democracy and
non-interference in the
affairs of Venezuela.
“CARICOM maintains
its interest in working
with all entities including the United Nations
to restore normalcy in
the lives of the suffering
people of Venezuela.
The resolution of the
impasse requires significant give and take
by contending parties
and careful determination of what is in
the best interest of the
people of Venezuela,”
Harris said.
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WE TAKE YOU THERE!

Connecting 16 Destinations
St. Kitts, Nevis, St. Maarten,
Antigua, Aruba, Curacao, Bonaire,
Dominica, Guadeloupe, Haiti,
Saba, San Juan, St. Barth, Tortola,
Santo Domingo, St. Eustatius.

Book Your

Flight
Now also easy online
check in available!

VISIT YOUR FAVORITE TRAVEL AGENT,
CALL OR GO ONLINE FOR MORE INFORMATION AND BOOKING

+1 721 545-4237

FLY-WINAIR.SX
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Hurricane Relief Fund
Working for you…

RENOVATION OF EARLY
CHILDHOOD CENTERS

EMPLOYMENT
ACROSS FEDERATION

REPAIR OF
HOUSES OF WORSHIP

RENOVATION
OF SCHOOLS

Thousands of families served…

CMYK
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Officer found guilty of 2017 larceny

By Monique Washington

was set free for lack of
evidence.

A constable in the
Royal St. Christopher
and Nevis Police force
convicted of larceny
last week will remain
a member of the police
force pending the outcome his appeal.

The larceny stemmed
from
an
incident
in
January
2017.
Businessman Michael
“Boy” Daniel alleged
that the Kabey and the
soldier robbed him of
US $600 while he was
sleeping in his Jeep
in Rawlins Village,
Gingerland. In his
statement to police,
Daniel said when he
opened his eyes he
noticed the two men
heading towards a
pick-up truck that was
marked “Police”.

The Observer contacted a police source who
said that Constable
Kern Kabey has not
been terminated from
his position as he
still has an opportunity to appeal his case.
However, he will remain suspended from
He
successfully
the police service.
jumped into the back
Kabey was convicted of truck that the two
in the Magistrate men were driving.
Court in Charlestown
on Friday of a larceny Daniels stated that
charge and will spend he thought the truck
was heading to the
a month in prison.
Gingerland police staA member of the St. tion but when they got
Christopher and Nevis to Market Shop and
Defence force was the vehicle did not turn
also charged but was he believed something

The Nevis Magistrates Court

was wrong. He said a friend’s house who
the vehicle was driving suggested that he
not stay at home that
very fast.
night. In the morning
Daniel statement said he sought his attorney,
the truck crashed and Henry Browne QC,
he was thrown from it, and made a formal
landing on the ground. report to the police
station.
He said that he eventold
The
tually he made it to Daniel

Observer on Thursday
that he was happy
with the conviction
and said he would file
a civil suit against the
officer.

will sue him,” he said.

“I am happy that he is
convicted, because he
did something wrong.
I will proceed after, I

“Go to court. Wrong is
wrong. If I was wrong
the judge would have
said so,” he said.

Daniel said that people who are assaulted
by the police should
take legal action.

St. Kitts’ doctor to
Peru sport meeting
Local doctor Dwaine
Archibald will be representing the St. Kitts
and Nevis Olympic
Committee at the 26th
Pan American Sports
Medicine Congress to
be held from May 9 to
10 in Lima Peru.

an abuse; Doping –
World Anti-Doping
Code, International
Standards; Prevention
of sudden death in
sports; Sports concussions;
Success
in
sports
injury
prevention.

enable them to participate in the 2019
Pan Am Games by
funding their participation in various
regional, continental and international
competitions.

The congress is jointly
organised by Pan Am
Sports and by the
Lima 2019 Organising
Committee in close
partnership
with
Olympic Solidarity
and the Peruvian
Olympic Committee.

Archibald has been an
active Doping Control
Officer of the NADO
for several years and
has

For the sport of
Table Tennis, players will participate
in a LATTU Pan Am
Games qualifier in
Guatemala

Topics that will be
covered during the
2-day congress include: Injuries in
multi-sports events;
Hydration
and
electrolyte
management
–
heat
stroke;
Nutritional
supplements;
use

conducted numerous
anti-doping tests on
athletes in St Kitts
and Nevis.
In related news, the
St Kitts and Nevis
Olympic Committee
has fully committed
itself to financially
assist athletes and
teams in their preparation and qualification efforts that will

City, Guatemala over
the period May 24 to
25. Angelisa Freeman
and
Shaniqua
Esdaille are the two
players who will
Dr. Dwain Archibald
compete in this qualifying event. They
will be accompanied and Field athletes qualification period
by coach Urban
are poised to benefit that ends on June 23.
from the SKNOC’s
competition
The
SKNOC
Freeman.
Executive rallies beSimilarly, ten Track assistance over the hind the athletes and

wish them great success in their attempts
to try and qualify for
the 2019 Lima Pan Am
Games.
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Nevlec ‘pretty bad’: Brantley

We have engines that
have not been repaired long past its
days
Long months of fail- maintenance
ures at Nevlec, the and that has contribsole supplier of elec- uted to breakdowns,”
tricity on Nevis, have Brantley said.
forced the board of
the company to re- He also said that plant
structure its manage- safety and security
ment and continue rules had not been follooking for a general lowed. The report has
manager, according not been made public.
to the Premier Hon.
“A litany of probMark Brantley.
lems. The board felt
Brantley said the re- based on the advice
structuring
follows that they have given
a recent audit of the to me, it was time to
electricity company do an overhaul and
as well as a number to look at the human
of major steps had to resource available to
Nevlec,” he said
be taken.

for most of the people
on the island, so we
must treat it seriously,” he said.

“Things were pretty Brantley said that
bad at Nevlec ,” water and electricity were priorities for
Brantley said.
any government and
“What the report did that Nevlec must be
disclose was a sys- treated “seriously.
temic failure in terms
of systems, in terms “We cannot play
of management, in around with Nevlec.
terms of how the It is an important incompany functions, in stitution. It is our only
terms of maintenance. supplier of electricity

“If he so desires can
apply like anybody
else. But [the board]
wanted to widen the
net and see who is
willing to apply,”
Brantley informed.

By Monique Washington
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Nevlec has had an acting general manager,
Jervan Swanston, for
the past four years
since 2015.
Brantley said that
while Swanston had
been in an acting role
for some time, his
substantive position
was still as human resources manager. He
said that the position
of general manager
was being advertised
and Swantson could
apply.

Brantley said that the
board of Nevlec has
received 23 applications for the position

Premier of Nevis Mark Brantley

of general manager
with only one applicant from Nevis. He
said that the chief
engineer
position
was also being advertised. A total of
20 persons have applied, however none

possible person in
that position. It is
meant to be a general effort to reform
Nevlec and to ensure we get the best
people in there in the
right positions,” he
“We want to get best said.
were from Nevis and
only one from St.
Kitts. Brantley said
they were considering applicants from
outside Nevis or the
Federation
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CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS CLASSIFIEDS
REAL ESTATE
Vacancy

Vacancy
REAL
ESTATE EMPLOYMENT
EMPLOYMENT REAL
ESTATE REAL ESTATE EMPLOYMENT EMPLOYMENT
Vacancy
Vacancy

Survivors Bar
Shop Keeper
Contact: 668-8525

Vacancy
New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Handyman
needed
Building maintenance
3 Kings Services
contact 665-1926

Land for sale
Hanley’s Estate
6-7 ec per sq.ft
Contact :6629776

Vacancy
Tropical Engineering
Needs Shutter Installer
/ Service Technician
Contact: 763-5547

The Runaway Grill
New Castle is looking for Qualified and
experienced staff
Line Cook, Pizza
Staff and Servers.
Apply in person
between 2 and 6 P.M.
(869) 663-1494

Vacancy
Bernard Construction
Services
Wanted: Labourer
Contact :668-2752

Vacancy
Zoe Sensational Life
Occupational
Physio Therapist
Naturopathic Doctor &
Organic Pastry Baker
Contact:660-3647

New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Vacancy
New Generation
Heavy Equipment
Seeking a heavy
equipment operator
Contact: 665-2310

Vacancy
M&K Construction
& Wood Work
Mason & Joiner
With a Manual
Driver Licences
Contact: 668-1458

Vacancy
Handyman need.
Building maintenance
3 Kings Services
contact 665-1926

Prem Sukh Tayloring
Needs Seamstress
Contact: 665-9708

The Charlestown Gallery
869-662-6778

Vacancy
NEW MILEAGE
Needs a Store Assistant
Contact:667-0988

Vacancy
Striker’s Car Rental
Needs Mechanic
Contact:469-2654
or 662-9010

Vacancy
Health Plus Pharmacy
Cashier
sales clerk
Pharmacy technicians
Pharmacist
Tel:465-1072

Vacancy
Banyan Tree Farm
Seeking Gardener
Contact : 665-2462

Main St, Charlestown, obliquely
opposite the Nevis Tourism Authority.
Open
Sundays: 1pm to 5pm
Monday -Thursday: 10am to 2pm
Fridays: 10am to 12pm

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

Vacancy

RSJ Enterprise
ONE DRIVER, SALES
CLERCK & CHEF
POBOX 638

2 Bedrooms,
unfurnish
Call:469-5723 6643077 665-1025

New Vibes Real Vibes
Bar & Snackette
Bartender & Cook
Telephone: 663-1751

CK’S Landscaping
Nursery Attendant/
Landscaping
Contact : 667-6155

Caribbean Beach & Swim Wear Ltd. is seeking 3
sale representatives . Building 15, Suite #102, Port
Zante. Contact: 662-2999 or 466-0446.

JOB OPPORTUNITY AT
BROOKES HAULAGE &
QUICK DELIVERY
We have a vacancy for a
Heavy Equipment
Operator & Mechanic
Must have over 5
years experience
Please call 869.662.8765
MR Brookes (Owner)
or 869.469.2744(Office)

LIQUOR LICENCES
ORDINANCE, 1906
SCHEDULE A

To the Magistrate District
To the Superintendent of Police.
I, Ingrid Phillip Now residing in
.................... Street in the town or
Village of Molineaux do
hereby give you notice
That it is my intention to apply on ............................. Day of
April 2019 next to the District
Magistrate At Basseterre for a
Liquor Licence in respect of my
Premises in Bay Road Street in
Basseterre Ferry Terminal
Dated this 22nd day of January 2019 .
Signed: IPhillip
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Harris reaffirms commitment to
free press, free expression

On the occasion of
World Press Freedom
Day
2019
(May
3rd), Prime Minister
Timothy Harris reaffirms his strong support and respect for
the free press, which
he believes is “an enduring and unshakeable institution that is

dialogue that officials
of my Administration
and I have with the
press corps and the
public to appreciate
our unfailing commitPrime Minister Harris ment to freedom of
said on May 3, “One expression – a fundaonly has to look at the mental right enshrined
level and frequency in our Constitution
of engagement and and in the Universal
essential to maintaining a strong democracy here in St. Kitts
and Nevis and, indeed,
everywhere.”

Page:13

Declaration of Human
Rights.”
World Press Freedom
Day 2019 is shining a spotlight on the
role of media in elections and democracy
with the theme Media
for
Democracy:
Journalism
and

Prime Minister Timothy Harris

Elections in Times of
Disinformation.
The United Nations
Educational,
Scientific
and
Cultural Organization
(UNESCO)
defines
disinformation
as
“Deliberate (often orchestrated) attempts to
confuse or manipulate
people through delivering dishonest information to them. This
is often combined with
parallel and intersecting communications
strategies and a suite of
other tactics like hacking or compromising
of persons.”
The UN agency adds
that, “Misinformation
is generally used to
refer to misleading
information created or
disseminated without
manipulative or malicious intent. Both are
problems for society,
but disinformation is
particularly dangerous
because it is frequently organised, well
resourced, and reinforced by automated
technology.”
UNESCO says this
year’s World Press
Freedom Day is the
occasion to reflect on
current issues, such as
“How can journalism
rise above emotional
content and fake news

during an election?”
“In the wake of investigations surrounding
the now-shuttered political consulting firm
Cambridge Analytica
and its parent company SCL Elections Ltd,
and revelations about
their involvement in
the Caribbean, journalists and their audience ought to be wary
about being sent down
a rabbit hole of disinformation, particularly during election
campaigns,”
Prime
Minister Harris said.
“Here in St. Kitts
and
Nevis,
my
Administration
and
I take our responsibility to inform the
public very seriously.
The Government frequently shares important information with
the press and public,
providing an open
environment in which
they can present and
debate effectively the
issues and concerns
that matter most to
voters – and to the
future of this great
country – and also assess the performance
of their elected representatives,” Prime
Minister Harris added
as he wished media
practitioners a happy
World Press Freedom
Day 2019.
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Combermere Methodist
to host health fair for
190 anniversary

gynaecologist
Dr
Derrek Jeffers, orthopaedic surgeon Dr
Tyrone Gill, dentist
The
Combermere
Methodist church in The campaign is be- Vernon Brookes and
Delica
Nevis as part of its ing done in collabora- counsellor
190th year anniversary tion with the Ministry Julius will be on
celebration will be of Health at the Nevis hand to give free
hosting a free Health Island Administration. consultations.
Awareness Campaign.
The event is slated for The Health Promotion
“This
Health May 18 from 7am until Unit will also be on
Awareness Campaign noon and will be held hand to render preabout
is aimed at bringing an at the old Combermere sentations
awareness of our re- school under the big staying healthy and
also healthy food
quirement to keep our white tent.
demonstrations.
bodies healthy. God
is concerned, not only As part of the event
with the spiritual side people will be able Pemberton said the
of the human being to get checked their church is celebrating
but the physical side as blood pressure, blood 190 years of mission
sugar, weight, height and ministry in the
well.
and heart rate. General area of Camps Village,
We will be offering a physicians Dr Judy New Castle, Rawlins
wide variety of free Nisbett and Dr Retna Pasture, Liburd Hill
services,” said Rev. W a l y w n - B r o w n , and Mt.Lily. The
By Monique Washington

Stedroy
Pemberton
of
Combermere
Methodist.

anniversary will be
celebrated for the entire year of 2019.
“We have decided that
since it is this grand
milestone we are going to celebrate it in
a number of ways.
This month is called
“Methodist Heritage
Month“ where we
celebrate the birth
of
Methodism,”
Pemberton said.
Other activities for the
year include Mothers
and Fathers Day lunches, thanksgiving services, culture food fair,
talent, arty and craft
display, new songs and
hymns contest, choir
recitals, youth demonstration and a grand

musical evening.
The
Combermere
Methodist church was
established in 1826.
The first church was
built in Nevis Castle
but after years of
hurricane damage a

new church was built
at Liburd Hill. The
theme for the anniversary celebration is
“Combermere at 190,
Grounded in Christ,
Loving,
Serving,
Rejoicing”.
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TREAT YOUR
MOM FOR
MOTHER’S DAY!!

STARTING NOW

• Personalised mother’s day cards of
your choosing.
• Mother's day greetings along with a
picture in our newspaper.
• Mother's Day lunch and dinner Menus
advertisement in the newspaper At a
50% discounted cost .

Order Now
Limited Stock Available

Tel: 469-5907
Fax: 469-5891
observnv@gmail.com
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11th
Caribbean
Labour
Ministers
Meeting
to be held
next week
The
International
Labour Organization
(ILO) in collaboration
with the Government
of Barbados will host
the 11th Caribbean
Labour
Ministers
Meeting (CLMM) next
week under the theme
“Shaping a brighter
future of work for the
Caribbean”.

work that are driven
by globalization; the
technological and digital revolution; global
warming and climate
change; and, demographic shifts. It also
examines how governments, employers,
workers and society as
a whole are affected.

The CLMM will be
held on Tuesday,
May
14
and
Wednesday, May 15 at
Accra Beach Hotel and
Spa in Christ Church,
Barbados.

The 11th CLMM
will assess the relevance of the Global
Commission Report on
the Future of Work and
the framework it offers
for shaping a better future for the Caribbean.

The opening ceremony The Meeting will prowill begin at 9 a.m. on vide an opportunity
for Caribbean Labour
Tuesday 14.
Ministers to assess the
Featured speakers relevance of the ILO
are expected to in- Global Commission
in
the
clude Colin E. Jordan, Report
Minister of Labour Caribbean, including
and Social Partnership a discussion on what
“human-centered
Relations of Barbados a
and
Guy
Ryder, agenda” means for the
Director-General
of Caribbean; consider
current developments
ILO.
in the context of the
The event is aligned conclusions of previwith the recently re- ous Caribbean Labour
leased ILO Global Minister Meetings, as
Commission on the well as in the context of
Future of Work Report the ILO Decent Work
titled“Work for a Agenda and the United
Brighter Future”. It Nations Development
was released in ear- Assistance Framework
ly 2019, the ILO’s (UNDAF); and parCentenary year, to ticipate in discussions
coincide with the or- aimed at preparing the
ganization’s 100th an- Caribbean’scontribution
niversary celebrations. to the ILO Centenary
International Labour
The Report explores Conference in Geneva
major transformations in June 2019.
faced by the world of

LOCAL NEWS

Harris in Costa Rica
today and tomorrow
to discuss next steps
on Venezuela crisis

Timothy
Harris,
Prime Minister of
St. Kitts and Nevis
and Chairman of the
Caribbean Community
(CARICOM) is in
San José, Costa Rica,
where he will engage
in follow-up highlevel talks with the
International Contact
Group
(ICG)
on
Venezuela to discuss
important next steps.

international partners
in order to foster a
common understanding and response
to the situation in
Venezuela.”

Its communiqué also
said the ICG welcomed
the “participation of
the Chilean Minister
of Foreign Affairs, the
Prime Minister of St.
Kitts and Nevis – in
his capacity as Chair
In late March, Harris of CARICOM – and
visited Ecuador for the Secretary-General
discussions with the of CARICOM in the
International Contact outreach session of
Group on Venezuela, the meeting.” The
which was holding its statement added that
second meeting at the the ICG would reconministerial level in vene at the ministerial
Quito, the Ecuadorian level at the beginning
of May in Costa
capital.
Rica. The Ministerial
The ICG issued a Meeting of the ICG
communiqué after its is scheduled to take
Quito meeting, stating place today and tothat the International morrow, May 6 and 7.
Contact Group “expresses its willingness The ICG held its
meetto increase contacts inaugural
with regional and ing in Uruguay in

early
February.
Immediately following the ICG’s first
meeting,
Federica
Mogherini,
the
European
Union’s
Foreign
Policy
Chief met with the
CARICOM Chairman
and members of his
high-level delegation
in the Uruguayan capital of Montevideo.
That
conversation
with the EU’s Foreign
Policy Chief came a
day after CARICOM,
Mexico and Uruguay
released details of
their plan to resolve
Venezuela’s
political crisis. Their fourphased plan is referred
to as the Montevideo
Mechanism.
The ICG, which was
established by the
European Union in
January in response to
the growing political
crisis in Venezuela,
comprises the EU,

eight of its Member
States and several
Latin American countries including Costa
Rica, Ecuador and
Uruguay.
Over the weekend,
CARICOM issued a
communiqué that noted with concern “the
turn of events in the
Bolivarian Republic
of Venezuela and the
potential they hold
for the escalation of
the political crisis
and further violence
to the detriment of
the people of the
country.” The statement also said, “The
Community will continue to support diplomatic efforts such
as the Montevideo
Mechanism. We will
also continue to be
in contact with other
interested parties to
encourage efforts to
bring a peaceful solution to the crisis.”
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Applications to open for
undergrad scholarship
By Monique Washington

Applications for a
scholarship to study at
the Medical University
of
the
Americas
(MUA) will open next
week on May 13.
The scholarship to
study an undergraduate degree is the result
of an agreement between the Ministry of
Health for the Nevis
Island Administration
(NIA) and MUA.
Two people will be

awarded the scholarships, which are valued at up to $22,5000
per year. The scholarships are for students
who will begin school
between August 2019
and February 2020.
Ministry of Health
acting permanent secretary Shelisa MartinClarke said applicants
must be 18-years-old
and be a citizen of
the Federation. They
must have obtained the
minimum of five CXC/
CSEC subject which

include Math, English areas” such as nutriand a science subjects. tion, dental hygiene,
environmental health,
education,
Successful applicants health
engineermust provide a police medical
record along with proof ing, occupational and
of active involvement speech therapy, chemwith community ser- istry, special educavice, an essay, photo tion and social work .
identification
along
with an acceptance The Ministry of Health
letter from the college. is accepting applicaSuccessful applicants tions from May 13 to
must maintain a grade June 29. All applications must be typed
point average of 3.0.
and submitted as a
Successful applicants hard copy.
will be those who
said
plan to study “priority Martin-Clarke

the scholarship was
designed to give opportunities to students
in the Federation. She
urged students interested in applying to
start their applications
early.
“You can begin working on it early. I encourage anybody to
make use of this opportunity. Send in
your application. You
might be the successful person,” she said.

in Nevis in 1998. The
scholarship agreement
was formed during the
school’s
inception.
Martin-Clarke
said
that in 2011 a formal
application
process
was established between the NIA and
MUA and included
the formation of a selection committee that
included representation from government,
the private sector and
non-governmental
organisations.

MUA was established

Island Main Road Rehabilitation and
Upgrade Project moves into phase two

Phase two of the
Island Main Road
Rehabilitation
and
Upgrade
Project,
which specifically will
impact the east side,
has started.
George
Gilbert,
Engineer at the Public
Works
Department,
stated in a recent interview that there is a
total of nine local subcontractors who are facilitating the road work
up to Saddlers Village.
The work will include
the relocation of water
lines, sidewalks and
drains.

Huggins & Sons;
I&B Limited (Trevor
Isaac
and
Leroy
Browne); John Boy
Construction (Dwight
Berry);
Stephen’s
Construction (Stanford
Stephens), and T&G
Construction
(Troy
Flanders).

The upgrading of the
island main road, as
well as the resurfacing
programme, represents
the most comprehensive road works done
in the country in the
past 20 years. Upon
completion, it will
lead to the improvement of the road net“There are nine con- work, greater ease of
tractors on this seg- travel and safety, and
ment of work where enhancements for pethey will be undertak- destrian and vehicular
ing work on sidewalk traffic alike.
and drainage. So what
we have done is to The first phase of the
cut up the work into Island Main Road
and
smaller bits—like vil- Rehabilitation
Project,
lages—so that smaller Upgrade
contractors can be in- which saw some
volved and be engaged five local sub-conand get an opportu- tractors being emnity for them to grow,” ployed, encompassed
road and drainage
Gilbert said.
work being done
The contractors include from Conaree goBoonie’s Construction ing eastward to Keys
Company Ltd; Allie’s Village and from the
Construction; Anthony Camps’ Roundabout

Sidewalk being constructed in Molineux.

heading west down being undertaken si- project will see the reto the Challengers multaneously on the claiming of land from
community.
Old Road Bay Road. the sea and a new
road constructed to
Additionally, work is This
$31-milion protect against falling

rocks in the area. The
primary contractor on
that project is Rock &
Dirt Ltd.
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TRAVEL Story
by Eric
Mackenzie
Lamb
surgically
inserted
into the animal’s
neck or shoulder soon
after birth, which
provides the ability
to quickly trace the
whereabouts of a lost
or missing pet using modern satellite
technology. (Think
of it as the equivalent
of an inconspicuous
ankle bracelet imMost importantly, the posed by a sympadocument contains a thetic judge with a
veterinarian’s offi- Golden Retriever of
cial certification that his own).
the passport’s fourlegged bearer has re- Not surprisingly, this
ceived an anti-rabies doesn’t come without
vaccination. (Which, cost.
to most dog lovers,
would make perfect Dog Tax, as it’s commonly known here,
sense).
comes with a price
There’s
also
an tag of a hundred
identification num- Swiss francs (about
ber which relates to US$103) per year
an electronic chip, for the first animal,

With certain similarities to the document
issued to us humans,
including a stamped
photo, the so-called
“Pet Passport” lists
the dog’s breed,
name, date and place
of birth, names of
mother and father (if
available), and identity of its owner.

160 francs for a second. There’s also
a health insurance
policy
(currently
140 francs), as well
as optional coverage

for legal protection
of the owner- just in
case Rover has an unexpected temper tantrum and, God forbid,
bites a humanoid.

female
counterpart in a neighbor’s
yard and decides to
jump the fence in order to have a brief affaire d’amour which
results in the birth of
puppies, the canine
transgressor’s owner,
if known, can be
held liable for child
support. (Yes, you

read that right).
Without a doubt, the
#Me2 movement has
changed the world.
Even Rover’s. Just
like some men, he’s
better off on a leash.

Pedestrian arrested
on position of
Police
investigating
wounding following
armed robbery
accident
at a bakery
Last-but not leastthere’s yet another
insurance option. If
one afternoon Rover
spots an attractive

that the motor car was
traveling from south
to north along College
Street Ghaut and as he
got in the vicinity of
Upper College Street,
he struck one of or the
Ezekiel France, the
other pedestrian, then
attacked the driver and
The accident occurred wounded him with a
at
approximately broken bottle to his
9:15 p.m. It involved face and chest.
a motor car and two
France sustained inpedestrians.
juries to his hand as a
Circumstances
are result of the wounding.
Police are investigating a traffic accident that occurred in
College Street Ghaut,
Basseterre on Saturday
(April 27) in which
one pedestrian was injured and a driver was
wounded.

He was subsequently
arrested on suspicion
of wounding with intent after he was treated and discharged from
the hospital. Smith
sustained injuries to
her head, back and
shoulder. The driver
and injured pedestrian remain warded at
JNF General Hospital
in stable condition.
Investigations into the
matter are ongoing.

No worries! We’re
both covered.

demanded money. One of the assailants had what appeared to be a
firearm. They took a sum of money
from one of the employees before
fleeing the scene. No one was inInvestigations so far have revealed jured during the incident.
that at approximately 10:15 p.m.,
three employees of the bakery and Investigations into the matter are
one other individual were offload- ongoing. Persons with informaing the delivery buses and then pro- tion about this incident are asked to
ceeded inside to make preparations contact the Criminal Investigation
Department at the Dieppe Bay
for the next day.
Police Station by dialing 465-7261,
While inside, they were approached their nearest Police Station or the
by two masked assailants who crime hotline at 707.
The police are investigating an
armed robbery that occurred at a
bakery in Sandy Point on May 2,
2019.
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Federation tables
‘historic’ cannabis bill

The
Team
Unity
Government
on
Thursday introduced
several landmark pieces of bills before the
National
Assembly,
among them being the
Cannabis Bill, 2019,
which will in essence
provide the legal
framework
relating
to the cultivation and
use of marijuana in St.
Kitts and Nevis.
The Cannabis Bill,
2019, provides for
the regulation and
control of cannabis
for religious use, by
documented members
of registered religious
organizations, to uphold the constitutional
rights afforded to
each citizen of Saint
Christopher and Nevis,
to establish the Saint
Christopher and Nevis
Medicinal Cannabis
Authority whose functions will be described
herein, to authorize
medicinal and alternative health practitioners to recommend
medicinal cannabis,
to establish scientific
research protocol for
medicinal cannabis,
and to establish a licensing structure and
complete tracking system for medicinal cannabis businesses.

Prime Minister Dr. Timothy Harris

included, inter alia,
an amendment to the
Drugs Act, having
regard to scientific
developments
since
the Act was passed in
1986, as well as the
use of cannabis and
its derivatives for medicinal and scientific
purposes permitted under license and a strict
legislated regime.

“I would be among
those who say that
this is a reformist and
This decision by the enlightened piece of
Dr. the Honourable legislation that apTimothy
Harris-led propriately responds
administration was ar- to the popular will of
rived at following an our population, and in
exhaustive, meticulous some ways the Bill,
and
comprehensive which we are bringing
research and consul- approximate similar
develtative process led by international
the St. Kitts & Nevis opments have gone
(National) Marijuana before us in terms
Commission over a of legislation in the
USA, in Canada and
16-month period.
in Europe,” Prime
During the February Minister Harris said
20, 2019, Sitting of the during Thursday’s sitNational
Assembly, ting of the National
Prime Minister Harris Assembly under the
announced to the na- agenda item Statements
tion that his Cabinet by Ministers.
had unanimously accepted thirteen of the The honourable prime
committee’s recom- minister indicated that
mendations
which this historic piece of

legislation will place
St. Kitts and Nevis
among the most advanced and forwardlooking countries in
the world.
He added, “While
countries before us,
for example Jamaica,
Antigua and Barbuda
and St. Vincent and
the Grenadines, have
passed their version
of the Cannabis Bills,
our bill, when it goes
through
Committee
Stage, will grant legislative approval for and
regulate the use of cannabis for medicinal,
for religious and recreational purposes. In
other words, we have
cut across the three
broad gamut that had
been the subject of discussion regionally and
elsewhere with respect
to the issues to do with
marijuana.”

penalties for criminal
offences.
“While we are happy
to present a Bill that
mirrors the revised
national
viewpoint
on marijuana use, we
should be clear that
the law is still on the
books and before the
law is changed persons
are expected to comply
with the legislation.
We want therefore
to warn persons who
would seek to illegally
exploit the relaxation
of marijuana law that
have been proposed
and to warn them that
the extant laws remain
until they are otherwise
amended or repealed,”
Dr. Harris said.

As part of its recommendations to the
Cabinet, the Marijuana
Commission called the
creation of a massive
public messaging proMoreover,
Prime gramme prior to any
Minister Harris noted changes in the law and
that the necessary steps continuing thereafter
will be taken to en- informing the public
sure that this Bill also of the benefits and
protects our youths, risks and the potential
tightens the regulatory harm to young persons
system and moder- regarding the use of
nises and strengthens cannabis
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Walters found
guilty for murder
of teen girl

Reese Walters, convicted of the murder of a teenage girl in 2014, leaves the Nevis court
house after his guilty verdict. He will be remanded into custody while he awaits sentencing.

By Monique Washington

possible punishment testified that Claxton’s
death was caused by
of 25 years to life.
manual strangulation.
On reading of the He noted that this
verdict Walters gave could have only been
no reaction while the caused by someone
family of Claxton in placing their hands
court began to cry and around her neck and
cutting off her oxygen.
console each other.

It took a jury only two
hours last Friday to
convict
26-year-old
Reese Walters of the
murder of 15-year-old
Shante Claxton, who
was found dead on the
floor of a school bath- Walters, of Cotton
Ground, was charged
room in 2014.
in
September
of
The case had begun 2014 with the death
on Tuesday, with the of Claxton of Jessup
prosecution led by Villages.
Director of Public
Prosecution Valston Claxton was found
Graham calling 17 laying dead on the
witnesses. Both sides bathroom floor of the
ended their submis- St. Thomas Primary
school hours after she
sions on Thursday.
left home to attend
Justice Ermin Moiser church.
gave his submissions
on Friday, the jury Physical evidence was
then took two hours found at the crime
to deliberate and at scene including DNA
around midday deliv- from a used condom
ered a unanimous ver- as well as samples
from under the nails of
dict of guilty.
Claxton.
Walters has been to
Her Majesty’s Prison During the case, fowhile he awaits sen- rensic pathologist Dr
Alexandrov
tencing. He faces a Valery

Walters told the police
in 2014 that he and
Claxton made plans
to meet each other at
the school at 9am. He
said that he arrived
at 9:15am and saw
Claxton. Walters said
that they began talking
and then went to the
bathroom. He said that
the encounter became
sexual in nature which
led him to put on a
condom.
Walters claimed that
Claxton began to
tremble and fall to
the floor. Walters said
that he checked for a
pulse and listened for a
heartbeat but when he
didn’t hear one he took
off the condom and ran
away from the scene.
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Government will ‘fervently protect’
creation of local marijuana industry
The Team Unity-led
Government of St.
Kitts and Nevis has
pledged to do all it can
to ensure that Kittitians
and Nevisians are in
no way disadvantaged
from the creation of a
marijuana industry in
the Federation.
On May 9, Prime
Minister
Dr.
the
Honourable Timothy
Harris introduced and
had read a first time the
Cannabis Bill, 2019, in
the National Assembly
which, once successfully passed, will grant
legislative approval for
and regulate the use of

foundation for the
establishment of a licensing structure and
complete
tracking
system for medicinal
Prime Minister Harris cannabis businesses—
indicated that in the a financial and entrenot too distant future, preneurial opportunity
St. Kitts and Nevis, Prime Minister Harris
the smallest country hopes nationals of St.
in the hemisphere, Kitts and Nevis will
will provide a legal seize.
framework that represents a most modern “I wish to reaffirm toand
comprehensive day, Mr. Speaker, that
response to the is- non-nationals would
sues relating to the not be permitted to
advantages
cultivation and use of secure
over nationals of our
marijuana.
Federation as we set
The Cannabis Bill, about to build out a
2019, will also be the marijuana industry,”
cannabis for medicinal, religious and recreational purposes in
St. Kitts and Nevis.

Dr. Harris stressed.
The prime minister noted that his
Government was reliably informed that
“certain international
business
predators
and pirates, aided
by unsavoury local
elements,” are positioning
themselves
to venture into plant
cultivation, to the detriment of locals.
“We are told that
some persons are assuring the foreign interests of preferential
treatment to international plunderers, in

return for underhanded funding for their
ambitious pursuits.
Misguided local operatives are promising land giveaways
of up to 300 acres to
their friends and associates,” Dr. Harris
affirmed.
Prime
Minister
Harris made it abundantly clear that the
Government has not
granted any license
to anyone to import
plants or seeds into
the Federation and
that his administration has not had any
conversation with any

foreigner about setting up businesses to
trade in cannabis.
“I also advise our
citizens to be watchful and wary of any
of persons who are
seeking to consort
with
international
operatives to rob us
of our patrimony,”
Prime Minister Harris
said, while noting
that his Team Unity
Government will be
vigilant on this issue and would utilise
relevant statutes to
secure the welfare of
nationals.

Prime Minister Dr. the Hon. Timothy Harris with members of the Rastafarian community during a recent meeting at his Government Headquarters Office.
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Evelyn: Culturama 45
will be the best ever

Eric
Evelyn,
Minister of Culture
in Nevis, expressed
confidence that the
line-up of activities
planned for Culturama
45, which will be
held from July 25 to
August 06, 2019, will
meet the expectations
of a cross section of

confident that our activities for this year will
The minister made the ensure that Culturama
comment at the Media 2019, Culturama 45
Launch for Culturama will go down in history
45 at the Mount Nevis as the best ever staged.
Hotel on May 03, I am confident of that.”
he said. “I have seen
2019.
the activities, they are
“I am very confi- varied, they are exceldent and extremely lent, and I think that
residents and visitors.

we have something
to suit everyone. We
have something for everyone’s taste, and so
there is no reason why
anybody on Nevis or
who will be coming to
Nevis, will not be able
to enjoy Culturama….
The variety, is rich
and I believe that

Eric Evelyn, Minister of Culture, at the Culturama Secretariat’s Media Launch for Culturama 45 at the Mount
Nevis Hotel

every Nevisian, every
resident, every visitor
will be able to enjoy
what we have in store
for Culturama 45,” he
said.
Evelyn said that at the
start of Culturama 44
in 2018, he had promised that this year’s
festival would be the
biggest that Nevisians
have ever seen, and
thanked the members of the Central
Committee in the
Culturama Secretariat
for the outstanding
work they have done
so far to ensure his
pledge is brought to
fruition.

CMYK

make early arrangements to be a part of
the festivities.
“We want to make this
another homecoming
event. We had a homecoming for the 40th and
we want to make
Culturama 45 another
homecoming, and so I
want to use this opportunity…to encourage
all Nevisians wherever
you are residing to start
making your plans,” he
said
Evelyn spoke to the issue of participation and
believes it is important
for Nevisians and visitors to do so.

“I am sure that the
work that the committee has done has been
excellent so far and I
am sure that they will
deliver, and deliver in
a very big way to ensure that we have the
grandest
Culturama
that Nevisians have
ever seen,” he said.

“It is not the same just
to be a spectator, and so
I am encouraging persons to be a part of the
festival to participate
in whatever way you
can, to participate in
J’ouvert, to participate
in the troupes because
we want our parade
this year to be the biggest ever,” he said.

The Culture Minister
used the moment to
encourage visitors and
friends and family in
the diaspora to come
to the island for the
summer festival. He
added that this year
is being planned as a
homecoming
event,
and urged them to

“So I am encouraging
persons not only to
come and spectate, of
course we want spectators, we want you to
come and support all
of the shows but we
want persons to be a
part of the activities as
well,” he said.
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Four
Seasons
closure
in three
weeks
By Monique Washington

Important
client notice

Register and obtain your Entrust Token
Enhance your Security for Digital Banking, by May 21, 2019.
Ensure you continue to have access to ALL RBC Digital
Banking features by signing up for an Entrust Token.
Get additional protection against threats such as identity
theft and phishing.
For additional information call our Advice Centre at
1-888-847-5803 or visit your RBC Branch.

Sign Up Today!

® Trademark of Royal Bank of Canada. Used under licence.

CMYK

In just three weeks,
over four hundred employees of the Four
Seasons Resort Nevis,
will be sent home as
much of the resort
closes for a multi-million-dollar renovation.
The employees will
not be terminated and
will be receiving 25
percent of their regular pay check during
the closure as well
as benefits, said Four
Seasons general manager Gonzalo Güelman
Ros.

Seasons’ pier and
main lobby have been
upgraded.
Güelman Ros said the
villa component will
remain open as will
certain amenities at the
hotel at the request of
potential guests, renters or villas owners.
This means the spa,
golf course, tennis
court, fitness centre
and amongst other
amenities will remain
open.
The resort generally
has its largest number of guests between
December and May.

About 250 workers at
the Four Seasons will Güelman Ros said that
continue to work full- the renovation will be
disruptive and but imtime at the resort.
portant to the future of
Güelman Ros said the resort.
that if the the workers
get employment else- “We decided and we
where during the par- agreed based on the
tial closure they will months and months of
still receive their 25 hard work on how to
percent of their regular do this, the right way
pay check and benefits. to have a closure of
the resort during four
The Four Seasons is months,” he said
scheduled to close on
June 1. The refurbish- This will be phase
ment is scheduled three of the planned
to continue through renovations. The resort
September with a re- had not closed during
opening taking place the other renovations,
in October of this year. resulting in guest
The $40 million up- complaints.
grade will include refurbishing all rooms, Güelman Rossaid said
developing new park- partially closing the
ing, a reception area, resort during the new
entrance, restaurants, renovations was necpool, extension to the essary because of this.
pier, beach protection
work and several other “If we remain opened
significant
back-of- we will have no more
guests and that’s the
house improvements.
last thing that we
So far the Four want to do.”
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NIA announces Chile
scholarship offer
The Ministry of Human
Resources in the Nevis
Island Administration
(NIA), is pleased to inform that the Embassy
of the Republic of Chile
is inviting interested
persons to apply for
Diploma in Teaching
Methodologies
of
Spanish scholarship.
The course will provide participants with
a solid theoretical and
practical basis on the
current methodologies
of teaching Spanish
as a second language.
Some of the benefits
related to the scholarship are: Round trip
Airfare; Tuition and
academic expenses;
Accommodation;
Food and transport;
Text books and study
materials.

commence on July 29
for a duration of 35
days. Interested persons must apply before June 7

For more on application
requirements,
procedures and scholThe programme will arship benefits please

contact: the Embassy
of Chile at 1 876 968
0260; Ministry of
Human Resources at
Tel. 469 5521 Ext.
5163/4; or email shanola.murreygill@
niagov.com or ronice.
w i l l i a m s @ n i a g o v.
com

Harris: over
25,000 jobs added
monthly in 2018

Within its first four
years in office, the
Timothy
Harrisled
Team
Unity
Government of St.
Kitts and Nevis has
done much to develop and expand the
country’s labour force
through the adoption
of various policies and
the
implementation
of several innovative
programmes.
Prime Minister Harris
reminded the country
of this in his address
to observe Labour Day
2019 on Monday, May
6.
While
acknowledging the determination
and hard work of the
countless workers who
play a major role in

the Federation’s progress and development,
Prime Minister Harris
reported that the St.
Kitts and Nevis economy provided over
25,000 jobs monthly
in 2018 – the largest to
date.

expansion in jobs, and
several sectors are
growing and expanding opportunities for
citizens and residents.
For
instance,
the
Public Administration
& Defence sector added 573 jobs in 2018
over 2017, while the
Hotels & Restaurants
sector added 224 jobs,
the Transport, Storage
&
Communication
sector added 108 jobs,
and the Wholesale &
Retail Trade sector
added 34 jobs.

“Remarkably,
our
Federation has recorded the largest numbers
of jobs, workers and
social security contributors, the most business licenses issued in
a year and the highest
annual Wage Bill within the first four years
of my Team Unity This, according to the
Administration,” said prime minister, “is a
sign of the excellent
Harris.
health of our growFurthermore,
Prime ing economy year on
Minister Harris not- year.”
ed that there is an
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Detained businessmen planning
300 acres for cannabis

By Kenichi Serino

Two
businessmen
detained at Robert L
Bradshaw airport on
Tuesday say they have
plans to bring billions
of dollars of cannabis production to the
Federation, but questions have been raised
about whether this will
be legal.
Alki David and Chase
Ergen were detained in
handcuffs at the airport
attempting to import
cannabis seeds, clone
plants and cannabis
products.
St Kitts and Nevis
Police said they are
“still investigating the
circumstances around
the aircraft landing in
St. Kitts. Any more
information will be
divulged to the media
once we have knowledge of what the circumstances are.”
In an interview with
The Observer, David
said they were released
shortly after being detained and most of the
products,
including
the cannabis seeds,
were returned to them.
Though he added that
have authorities retained the plants for
further testing.
David said he had arrived on St Kitts to
build
relationships
with farmers to grow
hemp on their farms
which he would then
purchase for his business selling legal cannabis products abroad
including in the United
States through his
company, Swissx.
“We’re bringing an
opportunity to St Kitts
which is going to benefit my business, which
is to buy as much biomass of hemp we can
grow here,” David
said. “I want to do
it with a cooperative

statements
which,
while it did not mention David by name,
did warn that “nonnationals would not be
permitted to secure advantages over nationals as we set about to
build out a marijuana
industry.”
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Dr. Denzil Douglas
but was “also aligning
myself with other great
people here as well.”

“We’re here to deal
with the government,
we’re here to do a
deal with Dr. Douglas,
we’re here to do a deal
with farmers. We’re
The statement added apolitical. We will
that “the government help whoever is helphas not granted any ing us.”
license to anyone to
import plants or seeds Douglas was not availinto the Federation and able for comment when
that [the] administra- contacted on Thursday
tion has not had any by The Observer.
conversation with any
foreigner about setting David added that he
up businesses to trade was currently in talks
with farmers in other
in cannabis.”
West Indian nations
David said he was to supply him with
Businessman Alki David was detained at Robert L Bradshaw airport on Tuesday after
including
unconcerned
about cannabis,
importing cannabis products.
“one or two politicians Dominica. He said
structure. We’ve al- about opposition from of cultivation is a whose opinions means that if local authorities
prevented him from
nothing.”
ready identified four the local authorities crime.”
being supplied with
farms as of today,” and claimed that there
he said. “It’s going to was no regulatory Dr. Browne added that “I’m here as part of cannabis here, then he
be very much about framework for the cul- Federation law does this opportunity. Lots would take his busimake any distinction of powerful characters ness elsewhere.
tivating of cannabis.
self-empowerment.”
between marijuana or who want to make this
“If they tried to do that
“Four months from “We’re here to build cannabis plants or be- happen.”
then I will leave and I
now, as soon as I get the regulatory frame- tween plants that conmy seeds, we’ll be work. The fact is that tain THC, one of the David said he has been will go to some other
island,”
harvesting here. We’ll this plant is 100 per- active ingredients of helped so far by for- [expletive]
be harvesting thou- cent legal everywhere marijuana, and those mer Prime Minister said David.
sands and thousands else in the world. Here that do not.
of pounds of cherry there is no legal frame“THC does not matter.
work,” said David.
hemp,” David said.
You would only know
David said hemp “The government can that after the plant is
was needed to sup- decide what they want, grown and you test the
ply Swissx which the law is the law, and plant. The mere posdistributes
cannabis I’m not infringing on session of the marijuana plant is illegal,”
products. He said he the law”
Dr. Browne said.
is currently processing
1,000 pounds of hemp .However, this is not
a week and plans to in- necessarily true, ac- Dr. Browne added that
crease that to 10,000 in cording to lawyer Dr. anyone who had made
an agreement to cultiHenry Browne, QC.
a month.
vate marijuana was at
David claimed the Dr. Browne said that, risk of running afoul
Federation could pro- in general, while the of the law as it stands.
duce US $350,000 per possession of cannabis
acre in hemp a year, seeds was legal, the “It is also illegal to
half of which would be growing of cannabis conspire to plant or
cultivate marijuana.
repatriated back to St. was not.
Having agreed to take
Kitts through the par“The mere possession a step towards cultiticipating farmers.
of marijuana seeds is vation of marijuana,
David said that he had not a crime,” said Dr. you have created an
made handshake deals Browne. “What is a offence.”
with four farmers on crime is to have the
St. Kitts who together seeds and to come to On Thursday, the
of
Prime
are cultivating 500 an agreement to plant Office
Businessman Alki David said he has made a deal with
four farmers cultivating 500 acres to grow to supply his
acres of land. He said the seeds. Planting the Minister Dr. Timothy
legal cannabis business, Swissx
he was not concerned seeds for the purpose Harris issued a press
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Byron-Nisbett encourages exercise

Senator Akilah ByronNisbett, Team Unity’s
Caretaker
for
St.
Christopher
Three
(West
Basseterre),
has sent out an unambiguous message to
all and sundry that she
is fit and ready. She
proved her worth at a
Peoples Labour Party
(PLP) Youths gruelling nearly three-hour
event dubbed ‘Fit and
Ready’.
Saturday May 4 saw
the
newly
paved
parking lots at the
Bourryeau
Strip
outside the Fraites
and Sons Bakery, in
Molineux, come to
life as members of the
Peoples Labour Party’s
Youth Arm provided
‘workout
madness’
keep fit exercises to
the young and the not
so young.
Senator Byron-Nisbett,
who is also the Deputy
Political Leader of the
Peoples Labour Party
(one of the three political parties in the
ruling Team Unity
Administration), was
among the scores who
turned up to exercise,
while an equally good
number turned up to
watch those doing the
rigorous exercises.

Music Festival ticket winner Ketanjah Simon (right) displays the ticket after it was presented to her by Senator Akilah Byron-Nisbett.

H.E.

In between the sessions, medical practitioner Dr Vance Gilbert
shared health and nutrition information as
it relates to strenuous
exercises and the need
to keep fit. Among othUnder
the
direc- ers he advised them on
tion of PLP Youth how to keep their bodArm Representative ies in good shape by
Delonte Lewis, the the way they eat.
participants were first
put through exhilarat- “You like to eat a small
ing sessions of Soca breakfast or sometimes
dance cardio, kickbox- you skip breakfast,
ing and Latin Fusion rush something for
by footballer from Old lunch and in the night
Road who plays for St. we eat a big meal and
Paul’s Football Club, we go to sleep, and that
and a former national is absolutely the wrong
player, Mr Kendale way,” said Dr Gilbert.
Liburd, with music
provided by Hell Fire “Your biggest meal
is supposed to be for
Sounds.
breakfast, and it makes
They were later taken sense because at least
through more sessions that kind of calories
by Evelin Marvina that you put in you are
Gonzalez Lynch and going to burn off durfinally by bodybuild- ing the day. For lunch
er Big Wayne, who you eat something a
was accompanied by little lighter and your
Soca artiste Casim lightest meal of the
Pemberton
whose day is supposed to be
stage name is Rucas dinner before you go

to sleep.”
Dr Gilbert advised
them of the importance
of intake of a good
amount of vitamins
and minerals which he
told them come from
fruits and vegetables.
He further advised
them to drink lots of
water and dismissed
the myth that drinking
cold water makes one
fat, while at same time
warning that some of
the fruits drinks they
take are not the best
for them as they have
added sugar.
So successful and popular was the event that
the next event has already been lined up for
Saturday June 8 at the
parking lots at Lime
Kiln Commercial Park
in West Basseterre.
The event was organised by PLP Youth
Arm Representatives
Mr Manasses Huggins
and Mr Delonte Lewis
together with members
of the PLP Youths.
Four St. Kitts Music
Festival tickets were

Harris.
Watching
from the side lines
was PLP Women’s
Joining
Senator Arm Representative,
Byron-Nisbett in the and Chairperson of
‘workout madness’ in- the PLP Constituency
cluded Chairperson of Number Four Branch,
the PLP Constituency Petrona Thomas.
Number One (East
Basseterre)
Branch Also on the side lines
the
People’s
Cante Bowry for the was
Movement
entire period, and Action
Assistant
briefly were the PLP (PAM)
Secretary
National
Secretary General
Myrtilla
Williams, Azard Gumbs who
and Chairperson of praised the Peoples
the PLP Constituency Labour Party Youths
Number
Seven Group and said ‘Fit
Branch
Lenworth and Ready’ was a great
drawn and won by
lucky participants.

initiative which had attracted a lot of people.
“They are excited –
they are energetic and
I think they are ready
not only for fitness but
for campaigning and
the elections,” said
Gumbs. “I think the
PLP Youths Group is
an active group and I
think that we can see
the level of organisation and commitment
and support that the
PLP has here with the
young people.”
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Harris commends all for 33 percent
reduction in major crime
The Prime Minister of
St. Kitts and Nevis,
Dr. the Honourable
Timothy Harris, has
publicly commended
members of the law
enforcement agencies,
community
groups
and all those who have
contributed to the climate of relative peace
and calm that is currently being enjoyed
throughout the twin
island Federation.
In his Ministerial
Statements
during
Thursday’s (May 09)
Sitting of the National
Assembly,
Prime
Minister Harris revealed that St. Kitts
and Nevis recorded a
significant 33 percent
reduction in major
crimes. The reductions
were most significant
in break-ins, larcenies

and malicious damage
to property.
“We still have a long
journey to travel but
we must take time to
commend all citizens
and residents and law
enforcement officers
for their contribution
to the improvement in
law and order in St.
Kitts and Nevis,” the
prime minister said.
Prime Minister Harris,
who is also Minister
of National Security,
further noted that
there have been several efforts by groups
throughout St. Kitts
and Nevis, in particular from the communities of McKnight,
Shadwell, St. Peter’s,
St. Paul’s, Cayon, Old
Road and Phillip’s
Village to ensure a

Prime Minister Dr. Timothy Harris has commended police officers and other officials for a 33 percent reduction in
major crime

peaceful
environ- these efforts at reconment for themselves ciliation and togetherand their communi- ness. More is always
ties. “We commend achieved when people

work in unity for na- time become a model
tional good. This peace for the region,” Dr.
initiative is spreading Harris added.
to Nevis and can in
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CARPHA: More
engagement needed
against mosquiteborne disease
“Mosquitoes are the world’s deadliest animal and carry diseases
which are bad for business and our
health. Mosquito borne diseases
stress our Region’s health care
systems, threaten social and economic development, and negatively
impact our tourism industry,” stated
CARPHA Executive Director, Dr C.
James Hospedales, in observance
of Caribbean Mosquito Awareness
Week 2019.
In fact, the World Health Organization
has indicated that the Dengue virus
alone threatens approximately 3.9
billion people in over 128 countries.
Under the slogan “Fight the Bite,
Destroy Mosquito Breeding Sites”,
Mosquito Awareness Week focuses
on mosquito borne diseases and
risks associated with them. Climate
variability can influence the number
of persons exposed to mosquitoborne diseases. As the rainy season approaches, mosquito control
and awareness activities need to be
intensified. Significant rainfall can
lead to a proliferation of mosquito
breeding sites, increased mosquito
populations and an increased risk of
disease transmission.
“The best way to “fight the bite” is
to be on the lookout for standing water and clean up our surroundings.
The two most important things to
control mosquito populations in our
Caribbean countries are to manage
water storage drums and tanks, and
properly dispose of used vehicle tires
to prevent mosquitoes breeding,”
stated Mr. Rajesh Ragoo, Senior
Technical Officer, responsible for
Vector Borne Diseases Prevention
and Control at CARPHA.
It is also important to minimize exposure to mosquito bites especially
for vulnerable populations such as
infants, young children, older adults
and women who are pregnant or trying to get pregnant.
CARPHA urges all to work as a
team to reduce the mosquito populations. “We need to be more engaging in our battle against mosquito
borne diseases which do not recognise boundaries. It means a regional
intersectoral approach, greater collaboration between government

agencies, non-governmental organisations, and community groups,”
said Dr. Hospedales.
The Agency provides support to its
Member States by enhancing regional surveillance, and the Agency’s
capacity for testing mosquito borne
diseases; and monitoring regional
and global developments.
Dr. Laura-Lee Boodram, Head
of Vector borne Diseases said
“CARPHA utilizes, integrated strategies to support its Member States
and other regional organizations
in the fight against mosquito borne
diseases. We focus on strengthening
capacity in our countries to detect
prevent and control the spread of
mosquito borne illness, which also
involves limiting the spread of mosquito vectors. We are implementing
advanced molecular diagnostic laboratory techniques, such as, to better
characterize mosquito borne viruses
and improve public health prevention and control measures.”
Additionally, the Agency provides
valuable information that can help
in the prevention and control of
mosquito-borne diseases, spread by
the Aedes aegypti, the common vector for Dengue, Chikungunya, Zika,
and Yellow Fever. Another area of
concern is the possible re-emergence
of Malaria in the Region. Malaria,
spread by the Anopheles mosquito,
was eliminated from most of the
Caribbean when global eradication efforts were undertaken in the
1950s and 1960s. The disease is
endemic in the Dominican Republic
and the CARPHA Member States of
Belize, Haiti, Guyana and Suriname.
However, few countries have already
reported an increase in imported cases of Malaria.
The Agency has developed Mission
Mosquito, an information toolkit,
which includes animated videos,
posters and answers to frequently
asked questions (FAQs) about mosquito borne diseases. The toolkit is
specially packaged to meet the needs
of a diverse audience, which include
public health professionals and clinicians, pregnant women, and children. The toolkit is available at the
CARPHA website.
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Brantley meets with President of Taiwan
Less
than
five
hours after touching down at Taoyuan
International Airport
in
Taiwan,
Mark
Brantley, Minister of
Foreign Affairs and
Aviation and Premier
of Nevis, had an audience with Tsai Ingwen, President of the
Republic of China
(Taiwan).
The President welcomed Brantley, stating that the visit of
the Prime Minister
Timothy Harris less
than a month ago succeeded by Brantley’s
third visit to Taiwan,
bears testimony to the
strong bilateral relationship between the
two countries.
“Our relationship has
grown from strength to
strength and we continue to achieve amazing things together”,
President Tsai stated

expressed that this
too
signalled
the
value her government places on the
relationship. Brantley
lauded Taiwan for the
advances it has made
in health, technology
and energy, and that it
stood tall as a beacon.

Mark Brantley, Minister of Foreign Aﬀairs and Aviation in St. Kitts and Nevis and Premier of
Nevis being received by Tsai Ing-wen, President of the Republic of China (Taiwan).

through an interpreter.

back down.”

requested that it be
maintained.

President Tsai referred
to the challenges
Taiwan continues to
experience but is resolute, “Taiwan will not

In the same vein,
President Tsai acknowledged the support of St. Kitts and
Nevis globally and

Minister Brantley in
his response, while
thanking the President
for her time, also

Tsai indicated that
Taiwan is open to receiving more students.

Brantley said that while
other sectors have been
doing well, he believes
that private sector investment is “the next
step in the evolution
of our [longstanding]
Brantley
thanked relationship”.
Taiwan’s leader for its
model assistance to The President welthe national develop- comed the idea and
ment agenda of the immediately organized
Federation, especially for the St. Kitts and
in the areas of agricul- Nevis top diplomat to
ture, education, energy, meet with members
health,
Information of the private sector
and Communications to continue to explore
Technology
and possibilities.
security.
Brantley and his delBrantley made spe- egation are scheduled
cial mention of the to meet with some stumany students who dents at 3 p.m. today to
have been able to pur- be followed later with
sue higher education a meeting with the ICDF
through the Taiwanese and dinner with H.E. Dr
Government’s
flag- David Lee, Secretaryship
Scholarship General of National
Programme. President Security Council.
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